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TOP HEAD LUG & TAIL LUG DESIGN
FOR
TOWER 2
In January of this year, I was contacted by Crane Service Inc., a Crane and Rigging Company, to design top
head lugs for four vertical vessels that were in an old abandoned El Paso gas plant in Southern Utah. The lugs
were needed in order to down end the vessels. See the file “Tower Height Estimates.pdf” for a photo of the old
plant and the four vertical vessels. This design example is for Tower 2 as it was the heaviest. Note that Tower
2 is the second from the right hand side of the photo.
I agreed to design the lifting lugs and sent an email asking for the following information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

An outline drawing of each vessel showing the location of the CG would be good.
Height of each vessel from the basering to the top tangent line.
O. D. of each vessel just below the top tangent line.
Thickness of the shell just below the top tangent line. Could be obtained by drilling holes in the shell,
using a “material identification device”, or doing Ultrasonic Testing.
Documented weight of each vessel, either just the shell or dressed out with P&L/insulation/piping.
Type of head of each vessel. The General Welding document shows a 2:1 elliptical head for #3 vessel
shown.
Type of shell material of each vessel just below the top tangent line. General Welding shows A-212 B
for the # 3 vessel.
Close up photos of the top of each vessel and the basering & skirt of each vessel would be good. The
photos should identify each vessel.

Comments:
1.
CSI will be responsible for the crane study for each vessel.
2.
CSI will be responsible for locating the top head lugs so they will not interfere with any nozzles or
piping.
3.
CSI will be responsible for the rigging hook up for each vessel.
4.
CSI will be responsible for the tailing hook up for each vessel. A sample tailing hook up is attached. I
recommend tailing down the vessels with a sling in a choker hitch, rather than connecting slings to the
basering.
5.
The vessels can be down ended dressed as they are with this method.
CSI replied that general arrangement drawings were not available, but they would hire an NDT company to do
Ultrasonic testing to determine the shell thickness and would measure the vessel to provide the other
measurements I required. See file “UT Report On Six Vessels.pdf”, sheet 3 for the information for Tower 2.
Be sure to look under the yellow sticky notes to see the hidden information, ie, the vessel circumference, the
height, etc. CSI also sent a separate email showing that the head length, measured from top tangent line over

the head and down to the tangent line on the other side = 9.83’. This measurement was used to determine if the
head was indeed a 2:1 semi-elliptical.
CSI also decided that they did not feel qualified to down end the three heavy vessels using a tail sling and asked
me to design tail lugs for them. They also requested that the tail lugs be positioned above the bottom tangent
line as they did not want to weld to the skirt. With this scope of work in mind, I then sent them a manhour
estimate for all attachments:
SCOPE OF WORK: Manhour estimate
Design top head lugs 8 mh * 4 vessels = 32
Design tail lugs
4 mh * 3 vessels = 12
Administrative
4 mh
=4
Total
mh
48
Cost @ $90/mh * 48 =
not to exceed $4,320.00
DRAWING INDEX:
A drawing index is always developed as the design of the lift attachments proceeds. It is usually sent to the
field or client on a monthly basis, so they will know what drawings will be coming to them. But in this case
with few designs, I filled it out per CSI’s down ending schedule and sent it to them at the start of the first lug
design.
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WEIGHT DETERMINATION:
With the above field measurements, I was able make what I felt was a conservative estimate of the weight of the
vessel and the location of the CG. The steps and assumptions to do this were:
Vessel circumference = 24.5’, Therefore the O.D. = C/Pi = 24.5/3.14 = 7.8’ = 93.58”
Assumptions:
1.
Use 1.68” thickness for the shell
2.
Use 1.79” thickness for the head
3.
From the shell weight table, sheet 6, used 96” O.D. and 1-5/8” thickness = 1,687 lbs./ft.
4.
From the head weight table, sheet 7, used 96” O.D. and 1-7/8” thickness = 5,517 lbs/head
Therefore, the vessel weight was:

Weight of the shell
= 76.83’*1,687 lbs./ft/ = 129,612 lbs.
Weight of the two heads
= 2*5,517 lbs. = 11,034
Subtotal
140,646
Add 25% for trays, piping, nozzles, basering, etc.
= 140.646*0.25 = 35,162
TOTAL
175,808
NOTE: When Tower 2 was lifted off the foundation, it weighed
160,000 ===Good
As the location of the CG was unknown, I assumed that 60% of the weight was carried by the lifting lugs at the
initial pick position (IPP), and 66% was carried by the tail slings.
Therefore:

The IPP load
The load/lug at IPP
The load/lug at set
The tail load

= 175,808*0.6 = 105,485 lbs.
= 105,485/2 = 52,743
= 175.808/2 = 87.904
= 175.81k*47.33’/71.83’ = 115.84 k

NOTES:
1. When Tower 2 was down ended and in the horizontal, the load to the tail crane was 92.00 k===Good
2. See the Rigging Summary Sheet (RSS) on sheet 4 for the dimensions used to calculate the tail load. The
RSS is sheet number 1 in most design calculations, and is the control document. If any information changes
in the design, then the Rigging Engineer will update the RSS. It will not be sheet number 1 in this example
due to the need to present the background of the lift first. It will be sheet number 4.
3. The location of the CG shown on the RSS was an educated estimate because for most vertical vessels, it is
located about 40% of the distance from the bottom of the basering toward the lifting lugs.
4. The 7’ shown on the RSS is the sum of the skirt height (6’-8”) plus an estimate of 4” above the bottom
tangent line where the tail lug will be located.

TOP HEAD LUG DESIGN
Calculating The Eccentricity Of The Lug:
Sheet 5 shows the layout and formulas for calculating the 18” of eccentricity for the top head lug. Note that the
18” is not to scale. The distance is actually 17” but I increased it to 18” just to be conservative.
The maximum width of the top head lugs = 0.01745*O.R.*30° = 0.01745*93.58”*30°/2= 24.49”
This is based on the theory that any lug with a width of 30° or over must be designed using “curved plate
design” which is a lot more complicated than using flat plate design.
Using The Plate Lug Program On My Website:
After the eccentricity had been determined, two runs were made using the plate lug program, one with the
vessel in the horizontal (IPP) to determine maximum lug plate bending and minimum weld size and one with
the vessel in the vertical (SET) to determine the end area required and bearing stress at the lug hole. See sheets
10 thru 13 respectively. See sheet 29 to see how I arrived at the dimensions for the top head lugs.
Top Head Lug Drawing:
Sheet 14 shows the resulting top head lug drawing, “Approved For Fabrication”.
The photos at the end of the top head lug design show the fabricated/installed top head lug and the rigging hook
up.

TAIL LUG DESIGN
Reference:

Top Head Lug Design, RSS on sheet 4 where:
The tail load ≈ 116 kips
Off set length = 93.58”/2 + 5” btm lug to hole = 51.8” = 4.34’
Other vessel dimensions required for running the up ending program

Steps:
1.
1.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Run the up ending program to determine the lift angle for max. forces for combined stress
Run the pad eye program to determine the lug end area & bearing stress with the vessel
In the horizontal
Run the L shaped tail lug program to determine the combined stress on the lug plate & weld
Run the safe working load program for the tail sling
Clearance between the bail of the 85 Te shackle & the lug plate
= 14.85” -5.5” = 9.35”. Plenty of clearance for a doubled 2.5” EIPS sling
Make a lug drawing “Approved For Fabrication”

Ref. Sheet
17
18
19
21
21
22

The photos at the end of the tail lug design show the fabricated and installed tail lug, the tailing hook up and the
down ending of tower 2.

ATTACHMENTS:
Tower Height Estimates.pdf
UT Thickness Report For Six Vessels.pdf
L Shaped Tail Lug And Weld.xls
The above pdf reference files and xls program will be sent upon request.

COMMENTS:
ANGLE OF FORCE ON LUGS:
Some of you may feel that there is a contradiction between the angles of force on the lugs used in the plate lug
program and the tail lug program, ie, for L Shaped Lugs & Welds. My intention was to relate these angles of
force to the lift angle of the vessel.

Plate or Pad Eye Lugs:

With the vessel in the horizontal at 0° lift angle, ie, in the IPP, the top head lugs are laying down and the angle
of force on the lugs is vertical, ie, transverse to the longitudinal centerline of the lugs and the vessel. Therefore,
I used the convention that the angle of force on the lugs in this position is 0°. When the lift angle is 90°, then
the vessel is set and the angle of force on the lugs is 90°. As the lift angle increases, the angle of force on the
lugs increases at the same rate. Maximum values for lug plate bending and weld size occur at 0°. Maximum
values for end area and bearing stress occur at 90°.
If plate lugs or pad eye lugs are used to lift say a lubrication skid where the force to the lugs is vertical, then the
above angle of force convention is still good, ie, the lugs are being used with the longitudinal centerline in the
vertical so the angle of force at set is at 90°. There is not rotation of the load. This means that bending and the
weld do not have to be checked at 0°. They are a maximum at 90°. But if the lift slings come off the lifting
lugs at say 60°, then a run would have to be made for this angle to check the bending in the lug plate and the
weld. This run would also automatically check the lug end area and bearing for 90°.
L Shaped Tail Lug And Weld
With the vessel at IPP, the force on the tail lug is vertical, so I used 0° for this angle of force. As the lift angle
increases, the angle of force on the tail lug increases at the same rate. Maximum values for end area, bearing
and weld size occur at 0°. The maximum value for lug plate bending occurs at somewhere around 65°, ie, in
our example it occurred at 70°.
On page 18, I used the pad eye program to calculate the required end area and the bearing for the tail lug, so
notice that I used 90° as the angle of force and the full 116 k of tail load. I did this because maximum values
occur when the angle of force is in line with the longitudinal centerline of the lug, ie, 90° for a plate lug or a pad
eye lug. I could have used the plate lug program and got the same results.
Also note on sheet 18 that the weld required was 0.64”, but the weld required from the L Shaped Lug program
was 0.49”. That is because in the pad eye program, only the base weld length of 11” was used, and did not
include the 10.5” of side weld.

TOP HEAD LUG DIMENSIONS:
I did not end up with the dimensions for the top head lug for Tower 2 simply by selecting a 55 Te shackle in the
plate lug program and then using the values shown. It is not that simple. The dimensions shown in the program
are for a very compact lug with a short eccentricity of 4.5”. The eccentricity for most top head lugs is between
13” and 30” to provide clearance for the shackle, insulation, etc. So the dimensions shown are just a starting
place, and the Rigging Engineer has to play around with the dimensions until he has a lug plate that provides the
correct eccentricity, enough bending strength, weld length & size, enough end area and low bearing.
Shown below are two sheets that provide guidelines for selecting top head lugs. The user still has to tailor the
shown dimensions to fit his purpose.
Note that I selected lug “3 C” from the guideline sheet, but that I still had to change some of the dimensions to
get it to fit my design.

THE END

